
Messages from Our Donors
AMRITA AND MILIND PANT
Advisory Board Members - Michigan Chapter
“Akshaya Patra’s (AP) purpose is noble. AP addresses one of the biggest 
issues in Indian society- hunger, nutrition for school going children.  As a 
family, we are deeply committed to India. We believe AP’s scale, efficiency, 
national reach is unparalleled.  We would request everyone to make AP their 
first priority- for giving funds, volunteering time and spreading the good 
word!”

ANU PRABHALA  
Chapter Co Chair -  VA/DC/MD Chapter

“To me, a child is the seed of humanity. Nurturing it well is our duty, for the 
child and for the longevity and growth of our world. I was inspired to join 
AP after witnessing in person with my own son, Sahil, how something as 
essential as a hot meal contributes to the welfare,  growth, and happiness of 

a child. God bless all your efforts, I am privileged to be part of them.”

BEENA KOTHARI 
Advisory Board Member - Long Island Chapter

“When food enters the mouth and passes through the digestive system, and 
functions in the brain,  Akshya patra childrens will be Future of India.. “No 

food no study”

ASHOK SANCHETI
Advisory Board Member - New York Chapter
“Akshaypatra the Best NGO to serve MID DAY MEAL PROGRAM. I came 
to know about Akshaypatra in 2005 in NY when Mr C C Dasa came and 
introduce to us to Akshaypatra After going to Jaipur and looking in to the old 
kitchen with first-hand experience how the kitchen works and how the food 
is distributed. It was a wonderful experience for me and then 2006 in Rana 
Convention we introduce Akshaypatra to Rana and Our Gem and Jewelry 
Group and we collected big amount for Jaipur Kitchen From that time on we 
support Akshaypatra as our Charity because the way this NGO perform and 
way they keep their Accounts is very crystal clear like a glass. Most of the 
Volunteers from Here Kirshana group give all their life to Akshay Patra.

DALLAS YOUTH AMBASSADORS
Dallas Chapter
Thank you Dallas Youth Ambassadors for your continuous support.

DIPAK KAPADIA
Chapter Co-Chair & Advisory Board Member - Chicago Chapter
“Akshaya Patra feeding children, Educating them, during their Prime growing 
age is aspiration to me. Educating the Children, for me is the best Gift and 
my Charitable contribution. I am proud to be associate and support Akshaya 
Patra because of its noble cause of uplifting Children and their entire family 
out of poverty.”

DR. ANAND KULKARNI  
Advisory Board Member - New Jersey Chapter

“An investment in Education always pays the highest returns” - Benjamin 
Franklin  

DR KIRAN PATEL AND DR PALLAVI PATEL
Advisory Board Member - Tampa Chapter

Dr Kiran Patel and Dr Pallavi Patel have been supporting Akshaya Patra for 
many years. Last year they fed more than 2500 kids in Akshaya Patra and 

helped in raising more than $300,000 for Tampa chapter

DR DILIP MEHTA 
Chapter Co-Chair & Advisory Board Member - Tampa Chapter
Thank you Dr Dilip Mehta for your support.

DR RACHANA KULKARNI 
Board Member, Advisory Board Member & chapter co chair - Tri State
“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world.” 
- Nelson Mandela

DR VIJAY AND TEJAL PATEL 
Advisory Board Member - Tampa Chapter
Thank you Dr Vijay and Tejal for your continuous support.

JIT AND SONIA SAXENA   
Advisory Board Members - Florida and MA Chapters

“Wishing Akshaya Patra well from Jit and Sonia Saxena”

KAVITHA KANURI  
Chapter Co-Chair - Miami Chapter

“When I visited a kitchen in India, I met a dedicated team who, with the 
leadership of compassionate people, are serving a nutritious meal to kids in 
need. The team’s perseverance and motivation inspired me to be a part of 

this  organization, which is helping a noble cause.”

KALPANA MURTHY
Chapter Co-Chair - Dallas Chapter
“No act of kindness, however small, is ever wasted” ~ Aesop

KUSHAL SACHETI
Advisory Board Member - New York Chapter
“It has been a fulfilling journey to work with the organization as a contributor 
and volunteer, to raise funds and having helped with setting up of the Jaipur 
Kitchens. I am glad to continue my participation and contribute to Akshaya 
Patra’s growth.”

KYLE LUCY  
Chapter Co-Chair - Buffalo Chapter
“Upon being introduced to Akshaya Patra by Sibu Nair, Kyle began as a 
volunteer, and in 2019 served as Treasurer & Public Affairs coordinator.  He is 
committed to the cause for the long run, and has taken on the role as co-chair 
for the 2020 season.”

MAITREE SHUKLA    
Chapter Co-Chair & Young Professional Ambassador

“Every child deserves the right to an education, and it is unfortunate that 
not every child has the ability to learn with a full stomach. I am grateful to 

have the opportunity to help India feed and educate its future.”

MEENA AND RAJ RAJGOPAL  
Chapter Chairs - Miami Chapter

“We were inspired by the simple logic that we could change a child’s future 
by providing a hot school lunch and all for 20 dollars a year”

MEDHA RISHI  
Bay Area Chapter
“Success is what we take, happiness is what we give.” I read this quote on my 
trip to India as I was visiting the organization for the first time. But its essence 
was not realized until I walked the kitchens and saw its impact, which is when 
AP’s vision came to life: no child will be deprived of education because of 
hunger. And I would ask for each one of you, for the sake of our children and 
the future of India, to realize this vision yourself.”

MUKUND PADMANABHAN  
Advisory Board Member - New York Chapter
“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world.” 
- Nelson Mandela

RAMESH RAJAGOPALAN 
Chapter Chair - Austin Chapter
“Ever since my wife and I were first exposed to Akshaya Patra, our perception 
of classroom hunger has expanded to a whole new dimension. We feel 
privileged to be part of the Akshaya Patra family, and we are grateful to have 
the opportunity to serve the children in need.”

RAVI & VANDANA TILAK 
Board Member - Los Angeles Chapter

“Happy to be a contributor to the unlimited bowl of giving - Akshaya Patra. 
We consider this an opportunity like none other to give back to India.”

ROOPA AND SUBHASH MAKHIJA   
Advisory Board Member - Florida and New Jersey Chapter

“We are grateful to be associated with an organization like Akshaya Patra 
which tackles hunger, one of the most basic needs for school going kids. By 
providing mid-day meals, it enables kids to stay in school, get an education 
and converts their dreams to reality. Thank you for making a difference in the 

lives of so many and lifting them and their families out of poverty.”

REKHA AND SUNIL KUMAR  
Advisory Board Member - Florida and New York Chapter
Thank you Rekha and Sunil for your continuous support.

SANGEETA RAI 
Chapter Co-Chair 2019 -  Dallas Chapter
“Food is the most basic right of every human on the face of this planet yet 
more than 13% of the world population is either starving or undernourished. 
I cannot sleep with a clear conscience every night with a belly full of food 
knowing that I haven’t done my very best in lending a hand at hunger 
eradication. Working with Akshaya Patra  gives me that peace of mind and 
satiates my passion for working towards this cause.”

SAROJ PATEL  
Chapter Chair & Advisory Board Member - Chicago Chapter
“If you can’t feed a hundred children, then feed just One” The most important 
about Akshaya Patra impressed me were the Challenges, Importance 
of Education (especially girls), Awareness to the cause, Opportunity 
for all children, Its automated centralized kitchens,Quality of Nutritious 
meals,Building the momentum toward it’s Vision, Aid to disasters Relief, 
Growth from 1,500 to 1.8 million children throughout India, and most all the 
Smile on the Children when they come to school, let’s not neglect them from 
their dreams.”

SAVITA & ANU HIRAWAT  
Advisory Board Members - New York Chapter

“Many years ago we read & understood the distinction between charity and 
philanthropy. While charity may involve feeding the poor on a single day 
philanthropy would require investing in non-profits that work to decrease or 
end hunger/poverty altogether. In Akshaya Patra, we found a perfect place 

to pursue this desire.”

SUSAN AND NAGENDRA RAINA  
Chapter Chairs - Buffalo Chapter

Susan and Nagendra Raina were introduced to Akshaya Patra in 2018 by Sibu 
Nair.  Under the leadership of all three, the chapter has successfully hosted 
various events from small gatherings at their home, family picnics at the park, 
to hosting their 2nd sold out gala with 250 attendees in 2019.  Nagendra, 
Susan (the chapter chairperson), alongside her co-chairs Sibu Nair, Kyle 
Lucey and many more volunteers of the WNY Chapter feel truly honored to 
be part of such a noble cause and are committed to the continued success 

and growth of Akshaya Patra.

SIBU NAIR  
Chapter Chair - Buffalo Chapter
“Upon being introduced to Akshaya Patra by Consul General of India NY, 
Mr.Sandeep Chakraborthy in Feb 2018, Sibu started working as the Co-Chair 
of WNY local chapter. Susan being the chair, under her leadership the chapter 
has successfully hosted various events including 2nd sold out gala with 250 
attendees in 2019.”

TEJU SATOSKAR & SANGEETA RAI  
Chapter Chairs 2019 - Dallas Chapter
Teju and Sangeeta have been involved for many years in the Akshaya Patra 
Dallas chapter. They both have been very successful to drive Dallas chapter. 
Under their leadership, the chapter raised over half a million dollars in 2019.  
They continue to support Akshaya Patra.

KIRAN & RUPA KOTHARI 
Chapter Co-Chair - New Jersey Chapter
“The importance of education was instilled in us by our parents, and we have
passed this ideal to our children. Education gives a poor child the opportunity 
to begin to overcome the cycle of poverty and to achieve financial success, 
and a key to learning well begins with a good meal. The Akshaya Patra 
Foundation’s mission to provide millions of meals a day to schoolchildren in 
India is admirable, and we are delighted, honored, and proud to be a small 
part of this worthy cause. We hope that with everyone’s help, there will be no 
children in India whose hunger prevents them from learning.”

MICHELLE LONG 
Chapter Co-Chair - ShopLC

“I have had the honor and privilege to visit the Jaipur Kitchen numerous times 
and have travelled to 4 different schools.  Spending time with the children 
is one of the brightest points in my life.  What Akshaya Patra is providing is 
more than a meal, it is hope, it’s a future and it’s changing families lives for 

the better. “


